LAB TO MARKET WORKSHOP I & II

- **Required Capstone Project Sequence** – FT, Evening and Weekend MBAs.

- **Entrepreneurial or Intrapreneurial** - clients have included: Hewlett Packard, Qualcomm, UCSD Health Sciences, Roche, Nassco and many smaller companies.

ACTION LEARNING IN THE ELECTIVE CURRICULUM

- **Projects in Technology Commercialization** – in partnership with a San Diego incubator.

- **Analytics in the Wild** - clients including HP, USAA, Intuit, Earnest Eats, Kaiser Permanente, many smaller companies.

- **Independent Study Projects** – small teams consulting to companies under faculty supervision. Clients include UCSD Health Sciences, San Diego Opera, BD CareFusion, Mitchell International, HP, many smaller companies and non-profits. On average, 10-15% of students enroll in ISP each year.

- **Venture Capital Management** - students source and evaluate potential seed investments and make recommendations.

**Rady UC San Diego School of Management**

ALL Rady MBAs will have one significant action learning experience – many will have two or three. Master of Finance (launched Fall 2014) and MS in Business Analytics (expected launch Fall 2016) include capstone action learning programs.
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